Thre a t In te llig en ce Realized.

Automated Threat Remediation
Operationalizing Threat Intelligence with Ease
Benefits

• Stop planned attacks by

automatically updating existing
perimeter security devices with
tailored intelligence.

• Protect employees and

customers by proactively

eliminating fake mobile apps and
taking down malicious domains.
• Prevent attacks using leaked

credentials via integration and
alerts with Microsoft Active
Directory.

Most organizations today have strong perimeter and endpoint security systems in

place. Many are also using threat feeds and systems such as SIEMS to gain holistic
views of their threat landscapes and security postures.

With all these resources, awareness of new threats isn’t the hardest job cybersecurity

teams face today. A much tougher and more pressing task is using this intelligence to
strengthen defenses.  

IntSights’ Enterprise Threat Intelligence & Mitigation Platform gives organizations
a smart way to meet this challenge. Through tight integration with most popular
security systems, the IntSights Platform automatically orchestrates security

update processes across an organization’s existing security toolset and network
infrastructure. In a fast, precise, and ‘no-touch’ manner, it operationalizes threat
intelligence faster and more thoroughly than any other solution available today.

Ecosystem Integrations

IntSights’ Check Point connector automates firewall alert
processing to ensure real-time blocking of confirmed, high-priority
threats with minimal IT and security team involvement.

Key Threat Intelligence Platform Capabilities
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Internal Threat Remediation

Only IntSights helps you take down fake mobile

applications, phishing sites, malicious domains,

and paste sites via an automated and integrated
takedown service with a simple click.
IntSights automates external threat remediation with simple,
one-click reporting, blocking and takedown of malicious domains,
apps, and social media posts, leveraging established partnerships
with leading safe-browsing programs, app stores and registrars.

And in a first-of-its-kind capability, IntSights

mitigates the risks of leaked credential attacks

by continuously monitoring and validating stolen

usernames and passwords with Active Directory.

App Stores

Leaked credential alerts are prioritized based on
severity and details provided about the nature of the
threat, visual evidence of what information has been
compromised, and recommended remediation actions.

Direct integration with Microsoft Active
Directory automates the verification of leaked
user account credentials to reduce security
team workload and mitigate risk quickly.

“

Safe Browsing
Programs

Registrars

“We were aware, theoretically, that we are exposed to dozens of threats every day, but IntSights is
able to see and mitigate these threats before they cause damage and before customers complain
about stolen credentials or unauthorized access to their accounts. We’re happy to have IntSights
protecting us on a daily basis.”
– Cyber Intelligence Manager, Leading Retailer

Contact Us
To learn more about how tailored threat intelligence and the rest of IntSights’ Enterprise Threat Intelligence & Mitigation

Platform can give you the focused, early warnings required to protect your organization and it’s brand, resources and people from
cyberattacks, call us today at +1 (800) 532-4671, email us at info@insights.com, or visit us on the web at www.intsights.com.

Request a Demo

Contact us today to schedule a personalized, 30-minute demonstration of the IntSights Platform.
About IntSights

CLICK HERE
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